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Abstract—The initial magnetization processes in melt-spun Sm-Co alloys with remanent ratios above 0.7 have been studied. Alloys of $(\text{Sm}_{10.6+x}(\text{Co}_{0.6+x})/\text{Co}_{(5+x)})/\text{Nd}_{0.3} \text{C}_3$, $x = 0.67$, 1.7, 2.3 and 3) were synthesized with Nb and C added to promote the formation of the TbCu$_7$ type structure, although a small amount of Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ was observed in Sm-rich samples, and a small amount of Co at low Co concentrations in Co-rich samples. From transmission electron microscopy analysis, grain sizes typically ranged from 100 to 500 nm, and the grains were randomly oriented. The as-spun ribbons had remanence ratios of 0.7 and coercivity values ranging from 3 to 18 kOe. The initial magnetization curves showed a steep linear response to the applied field for all samples, suggesting that nucleation-controlled processes dominate the magnetization process. In addition, the initial susceptibility increased with increasing Sm content, reflecting the anisotropy differences between Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ and Sm$_{2.0}$Co$_{17}$ compounds. The initial susceptibility also increased with increasing wheel speed, suggesting that the microstructure has important ramifications on the magnetization process as well.

Index Terms—Anisotropy, permanent magnet, rapid solidification, remanence enhancement, Sm-Co alloys.

I. INTRODUCTION

The compounds found in Co-rich Sm-Co alloys are derivatives of the Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ structure. The equilibrium Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ compound, for example, substitutes a pair of Co atoms for a Sm atom. The substitution pattern can be systematic, as occurs in the Th$_2$Ni$_{17}$-type and Th$_2$Zn$_{17}$-type structures, or random, as occurs in the TbCu$_7$-type structure. Whereas the Th$_2$Ni$_{17}$ and Th$_2$Zn$_{17}$-type structures are equilibrium structures, the TbCu$_7$-type structure is metastable. The formation of the TbCu$_7$-type Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ structure has been accomplished by melt spinning, mechanical alloying, and dilute additions of Zr and Ti [1]–[4].

An important aspect of permanent magnet material design is the development of high remanence. High remanence is most often achieved through grain alignment or exploitation of exchange interactions in nanocrystalline grain structures. Generally, remanence enhancement arising from intergranular interactions requires the existence of grain sizes on the order of tens of nanometers [5]. In Sm-Co-based alloys, nanoscale structures have been recently achieved by rapid solidification combined with specific alloying additions [6], [7]. In this paper, we report on the magnetization processes in high remanence Sm-Co-based permanent magnets with a sub-micron, isotropic grain size. It will be demonstrated that the initial magnetization curves of these alloys show an increase in initial susceptibility with increasing Co content and slower wheel speeds, and a high remanence ratio is present for all compositions observed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Alloys with the general composition $(\text{Sm}_{1+x}(\text{Co}_{1-x})/\text{Co}_{0.6+(x)})/\text{Nd}_{0.3} \text{C}_3$ were arc-melted from high-purity elemental constituents with $x = 0.67$, 1.7, 2.3 and 3 corresponding to Sm/Co molar ratios of 15/85, 13/87, 12/88 and 11/89, respectively. These Sm/Co ratios span most of the compositional window between the Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ ($x = 3.5$) and Sm$_2$Co$_5$ ($x = 0$) phases. To compensate for Sm loss due to its high vapor pressure, five weight percent excess Sm was added. Nb and C were added to promote the formation of the TbCu$_7$-type structure and refine the grain size [8]. The arc-melted ingots were then melt-spun at a tangential wheel speed of 20 m/s in an Ar atmosphere. Some compositions were also melt-spun at 40 m/s for comparison purposes.

The resulting alloys were structurally characterized by x-ray diffraction (XRD) using CuK$_\alpha$ radiation, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL 2010 microscope. Samples for TEM study were made by mounting the melt-spun ribbon on a Cu oval grid and ion milling to perforation using a Gatan Duomill or PIPS at 4.5 kV. Magnetization data were measured at 300 K with a Quantum Design SQUID MPMS magnetometer in the field range $-5$T $\leq H \leq 5$T. As the ribbons were measured with their long axes parallel to the field direction, no corrections for demagnetization effects were applied.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The phase constitution in the rapidly-solidified alloys as a function of composition was determined by XRD. For all alloys ($0.67 \leq x \leq 3$) the primary phase formed was Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ with the TbCu$_7$-type structure (Fig. 1). The combined effect of the rapid solidification and alloying with Nb suppressed the formation of the Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ equilibrium structure, which requires the ordering of transition metal dumbbells as discussed above. This result was similarly observed in rapid-solidification synthesis of analogous Sm-Fe alloys [8]. A higher resolution XRD scan taken at long counting times in the 2$\theta$ range 36°–40° confirmed the lack of long-range dumbbell ordering, as shown by the absence...
of the (024) superstructure peak predicted at $2\theta \sim 38.5^\circ$. Only the fundamental peak [(110) indexed to the TbC$_{17}$ structure type, (300) indexed to the Sm$_2$Co$_7$ structure] was observed for all of the alloys, even close to the stoichiometric 2:17 composition ($x = 3$). These results clearly indicate the presence of the TbC$_{17}$-type structure over a range of Sm/Co ratios. Thus the TbC$_{17}$ structure is found to exist over a solubility range, with differences in the structure ascribed to different concentrations of transition metal dumbbells arranged randomly in the structure. A change in the lattice parameters was observed as well [9], illustrated by the shift in the (110) peak to higher $2\theta$ values with increasing $x$, also consistent with a variation in composition of the TbC$_{17}$-type structure.

In addition to the TbC$_{17}$-type structure formation, peaks indexing to the Sm$_2$Co$_7$ structure can be observed in Fig. 1 for $x < 3$. The relative amount of Sm$_2$Co$_7$ decreased with increasing $x$, so that at $x = 3$ the material was pure Sm$_2$Co$_7$, within the detection limits of XRD. The presence of the Sm$_2$Co$_7$ phase was unexpected considering the equilibrium phase diagram [10], which indicates the existence of a eutectic between the 2:17 and 1:5 compounds. Thus, solidification within this composition range should only result in the formation of Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$ and Sm$_2$Co$_5$. The observation of Sm$_2$Co$_7$, decreasing in quantity with increasing Co concentration, suggests a peritectic solidification process. The nonequilibrium processing and the influence of Nb alter the solidification processes, exposing underlying metastable behavior [11]. Consideration of XRD patterns obtained from the wheel-side and the free-side of the melt-spun ribbons show that there is no crystallographic texture found in the ribbons.

The grain size varied little with composition and was on the order of 200–500 nm for alloys melt spun at 20 m/s (Fig. 2). Electron diffraction corroborated XRD results in revealing crystallographically isotropic grain structures. The grains were also relatively equiaxed. It is also important to note that in general no cellular structure characteristic of sintered Sm-Co alloys was observed.

Magnetic data from the samples melt-spun at 20 m/sec are shown in Fig. 3. The initial magnetization curves show a steep initial susceptibility that increases with increasing Co content. This steep initial response is indicative of nucleation-controlled magnetization processes. However, the initial susceptibility is somewhat lower than $dM/dH$ at the coercivity $H_c$, suggesting a combined magnetization processes but dominated by nucleation. Sintered Sm$_2$Co$_{17}$-based magnets tend to display mixed nucleation and pinning modes as well, but are dominated by pinning [12], and Sm-Co-Cu-Ti alloys produced by mechanical milling also showed a low initial susceptibility characteristic of pinning-dominated mechanisms [13]. The nucleation-controlled behavior may be the result of the similarities in crystal structures between the TbC$_{17}$-type and Sm$_2$Co$_7$ structures, and the lack of strong pinning centers characteristic of cellular 2:17 magnets.

The increasing initial susceptibility with increasing Co content in the present alloys is believed to be a reflection of decreasing magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the Sm$_2$Co$_7$ compound with increasing Co content [9]. The demagnetization
behavior from the saturated state and the coercivity trend, as shown in Fig. 3, also reflects a decrease in magnetocrystalline anisotropy with increasing Co content. Significant coercive forces approaching 20 kOe were observed for low x. The room-temperature energy products of these alloys range from 4 to 6 MGOe.

A smooth second-quadrant demagnetization behavior is observed in these alloys, characteristic of single magnetic phase behavior. What is remarkable about Fig. 3 is the extremely high remanence ratio (\( M_r/M_a \approx 0.7 \)) observed for all compositions. This value is significant considering that the grain size of these samples is on the order of a few hundred nanometers, well above the limit normally associated with intergranular isotropic exchange-coupled systems [5]. The remanence enhancement does not appear to arise from crystallographic texture either, as no preferred orientation of grains was observed. The origin of the remanence enhancement is not clear at this time.

Alloys with \( x = 2.3 \) and 3 were also melt spun at 40 m/s. The phase formation was similar to that of the alloys melt spun at 20 m/s. The initial magnetization curves were also similar, with a steep initial increase in magnetization with low increasing fields (Figs. 4 and 5). Ribbons obtained at the higher wheel speed, which produces a finer grain size, display a lower initial susceptibility than their lower wheel-speed counterparts. A notable increase in the coercivity of the ribbons is found at the higher wheel speeds. The lower initial susceptibility and higher coercivity observed in the samples melt spun at higher wheel speeds suggests that all other factors constant, the microstructure, notably the grain size, still significantly influences the magnetization processes in this intermediate grain size regime.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The room-temperature magnetization behavior has been studied for a series of melt-spun Sm-Co alloys with the \( T1C17 \)-type structure and correlated with composition and microstructure. All samples showed remarkably high remanent ratios of 0.7. In all cases, initial magnetization curves displayed sharp increases with increasing low fields, characteristic of nucleation-controlled magnetization processes. The initial susceptibility decreased with increasing Sm content throughout the \( T1C17 \)-type solid solution region, reflecting the change in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy with composition. Higher wheel speeds generated finer microstructures and resulted in lower initial susceptibilities and higher coercivities than their counterparts melt spun at lower wheel speeds.
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